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AGREED MINUTES

The Aeronautical Authorities of the Russian Federation and the Portuguese 
Republic met in Moscow on 26th August 2011 to discuss matters related to 
further development of air services between Russia and Portugal.

The list of the delegations is attached hereto as Appendix 1.

The discussions were conducted in an open and friendly atmosphere. The 
delegations discussed the following matters:

1. EU designations clause

The Portuguese delegation referred to its obligation to include the EU standard 
clauses into the bilateral Air Services Agreements with third countries. The 
delegation o f the Russian federation informed on the most recent developments 
in the relations between the Russian Federation, and the European Union and its 
Member States, The delegation of the Russian Federation explained that it could 
not discuss ffi4 <imft te^  Agreement presented by the Portuguese delegation at 
this stage, as it intends to formalise its Agreement on that matter with the 
Republic of Finland. The delegation of the Russian Federation further explained 
that the bilateral, air<:sejvice& agreements concludedon behalf of the Russian 
Federation (for. example, ASA Russia/Finland), woiild Ъе amended, in# those 
concluded оп ЬфайЙ^о£ the USSR (case of ASA Russia/Portugal), would be 
totally renegotiatedli'iilbe - delegation o f the Russian Federation informed that 
pending the арргоуЩ^Ьу 1Йе respective Governments of the Agreement between 
the Russian Federation and the Republic of Finland it was not yet in a position 
to revise or conclude new bilateral Air Transport Agreements including EU 
clauses with other EU Member States.

2. Reflection on the Agreed Principles

The Portuguese delegation expressed its support to the conclusion and 
implementation of the “Agreed Principles of the Modernization of the existing 
System of Utilization of the Trans-Siberian routes”, in order to improve the air 
services between the Parties.

The Russian delegation took note of this statement and informed that this issue 
is in the responsibility of the Russian Ministiy of Economic Development being 
a matter related to the accession of the Russian Federation to WTO.



3. Designation of the Russian airline on the routes between Russia and 
Portugal

The Russian delegation informed the Portuguese delegation that Transaero 
Airlines Was designated by the Russian side in 2010 to operate the agreed 
services on the routes between Moscow and Lisbon/Faro instead of Aeroflot -  
Russian Airlines. For the Russian delegation such designation is still valid.

In despite of the acknowledgment of Transaero Airlines as the airlinedesignated 
by the Russian side, the Portuguese delegation emphasized that, due to 
restriction^ set forth by national and EU legislation, the Annex to the Air 
Servicesi Agreement between the Government of USSR and the Government of 
Portugal of December 11th, 1974 (SAS) could not be amended in terms of new 
routings and designated airlines.

The Portuguese delegation further indicated; that the current ASA clauses 
imposing the need for airlines to jointly determine and agree on capacity, 
programs and tariffs are not compliant with the relevant competition laws.

4. Frequencies on scheduled services between Russian Federation and 
Portugal

Both delegations, had intensive discussions on this issue. As a result both 
delegations conjoined,the provision -or.
the Agreed ̂ Record, csi0ibd’ iii Moscowpon 2$^ o f April :of -2010^ta^iig vthat: 
With reference to point 3 o f Article 3 o f theASA Ixqth delegations also agreed 
that designated airlines o f both sides will have the right to operate up to 14 
frequencies pet week on the agreed routes ". Russi^ delegation also informed 
that in spite of provisions set forth in point 3 Article 3 and pp. 1-3. Article 13, 5 
frequencies on the route Lisbon -  Moscow will be unconditionally approved.

The Portuguese delegation informed that, although Faro is a point in the territory 
of the Portuguese Republic foreseen in the CMoU, signed in 1996, it is not 
included in the Route Schedule of the Agreement due to the fact that it has not 
been approved, through the exchange of diplomatic notes, as per paragraph 2 of 
Article 21. The Russian delegation confirmed this information.

5. Crew Visa waiver

On the issue of visa waiver for TAP crew members, the Russian delegation 
stated that following the results of aeronautical authorities’ consultations of 
2010, the Russian side has passed via diplomatic channels a draft of 
intergovernmental visa waiver agreement in the form of exchange of diplomatic



notes and awaits Portuguese side comments on the draft in order to start 
preparing necessary governmental decision.

The Portuguese delegation thanked the Russian side for this initiative and 
requested indication of the date of the exchange of such diplomatic note, in 
order to follow up the process.

6. Miscellaneous

The Russian side expressed its concern with the implementation of the EU ETS 
on aircraft operators from third countries. The Russian side believes that such 
unilateral actiohs contradict the ICAO Assembly Resolution which urges Parties 
involved to engage in negotiations and consultations to reach an agreement on 
the implementation of market based measures. The Russian side considers 
unacceptable the implementation of the EU ETS on international aviation and 
reserves its right to impose adequate measures in case the Russian carriers will 
be included into EU ETS without being at first agreed between relevant 
authorities.'

7. ; Entry into force

These Ajg^ed Minutes shall come into effect on the date of its signature.

8. Next meeting

The two; delegations agreed to hold the next meeting between the Aeronautical 
Authorities of the Russian Federation and the Portuguese Republic, in Lisbpn.

Done at Moscow., on 26th August 2011 in two original copies in English 
language.

For the Aeronautical Authorities For the Aeronautical Authorities
of the Russian Federation of the Portuguese Republic

( QkjA 'V
Helena Faleiro
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0leg Demidov
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APPENDIX 1

3.
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RUSSIAN DELEGATION

1. Mr. Oleg Demidov

2. Mrs. Natalia Prostit

Mr. Arthur Romariehko 

Mr. Sergey Vasiliev 

Mrs. Darya Parshina 

Mr. Dmitry Sorokin

Deputy Director Department of State 
Policy in Civil Aviation, Ministry of 
Transport,
Head of the Delegation;
Chief - expert Air Services Division 
Department of State Policy in Civil 
Aviation, Ministry of Transport;
Chief -r expert Department International 
Cooperation, Ministry of Transport;
Deputy Head, International Relations

Representative of the Federal Air Transport 
Agency;
Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

Airline observers ;

7. Mtfklexaridejy Delezha
8. Mrs.Nat^iaRrTeimurazova

■ ' • • г j '  — j i "itvO ■ f»?-? «■ ••••

9. jgdt;Gl||S^i^:-::r:-;
10. fArrYury JSlikhiii-^ - -
11. Mrs. Nadejda Kuzmina

“Transaero’’-
“Aeroflot -  Russian Airlines”; 
“S7”. ; ■■ 
^ I M » t  
“Yakutia”.
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PORTUGUESE DELEGATION

Mrs. Helena Faleiro

Mrs. Ana Cristina Pais

Mrs. Ana Maria Ribeiro da 
Silva

Ms. Jose Guedes Dias

Mrs. Claudia Madeira da 
Silva

Mr. Pedro; Pinto :

Director of Economic Regulation, National 
Institute of Civil Aviation Ministry of 
Economy and Employment,
Head of the Delegation;

Market Access Department, National 
Institute of Civil Aviation Ministry of 
Economy and Employment;
Embassy in Moscow;

Airline observers

Vice President Alliances and External 
Relations, TAP Portugal;

Alliances and External Relations, TAP 
Portugal;

General Manager, Russia and Ukraine, TAP 
Portugal.



APPENDIX 2

Cooperative Marketing Arrangements

In operating or holding out the authorized services on the agreed routes, any airline 
of each Party may ehter into co-operative marketing arrangements such as code- 
sharing with:

• an airline or airlines of either Party; and 
V ;an airline oraMinesofathird county,

provided that all airlines in such arrangements hold the appropriate authority and 
meet the requirements normally applied to such arrangements.

It is the icommon understanding of both Parties that the airlines of either Party, when 
code-sh£^g in the above arrangements, shall be allowed to hold out as marketing 
carrier any number of services and to serve any points in the territory of the other 
Party, r.

Where the airlines pf the Pther Party enter into code-sharing arrangements, the 
frequi^cies,j[ised by, tĥ ê  npn-operating carrier will not be counted against that 
carrier’s capacity entitlements

Signed & n^£rcm £at^^ be notified to both Aeronautical
Ай^пШв^prioi? t o s e r v i c e s .  5 ■ r

Ih fo rm ^ o n p ^ ^ fig e r  - When booking, issuing, selling tickets and at check-in on 
services piirisuarittb any code-share agreement, the marketing carrier shall advise its 
passengers of which airline will actually operate each sector of the service.


